Abstract. The linearized Cahn-Hilliard-Cook equation is discretized in the spatial variables by a standard finite element method. Strong convergence estimates are proved under suitable assumptions on the covariance operator of the Wiener process, which is driving the equation. The backward Euler time stepping is also studied. The analysis is set in a framework based on analytic semigroups. The main part of the work consists of detailed error bounds for the corresponding deterministic equation.
Introduction
Let D be a bounded domain in R d for d ≤ 3 with a sufficiently smooth boundary. The deterministic Cahn-Hilliard equation [2, 3] is It is easy to see that a sufficiently smooth solution of (1.1) satisfies conservation of mass Henceforth we assume that the initial datum satisfies D u 0 (x) dx = 0.
Let · and (·, ·) denote the usual norm and inner product in L 2 = L 2 (D) and let H s = H s (D) be the usual Sobolev space with norm · s . We also let H be the subspace of L 2 which is orthogonal to the constants, i.e., H = {v ∈ L 2 : (v, 1) = 0}, and let P be the orthogonal projection of L 2 onto H. We define the linear operator A = −∆ with domain of definition D(A) = v ∈ H 2 ∩ H : ∂v ∂n = 0 on ∂D .
Then A is a selfadjoint, positive definite, densely defined operator on H and (1.1) may be written as an abstract initial value problem to find u(t) ∈ H such that (1.2) u t + A 2 u + AP f (u) = 0, t > 0,
By spectral theory we also defineḢ s = D(A s 2 ) with norms |v| s = A s 2 v for a real s. It is well known that, for integer s ≥ 0,Ḣ s is a subspace of H s ∩ H characterized by certain boundary conditions and that the norms | · | s and · s are equivalent onḢ s . In particular, we haveḢ 1 = H 1 ∩ H and the norm |v| 1 = A 1 2 v = ∇v is equivalent to v 1 onḢ 1 . For v ∈ H we define e −tA 2 v = ∞ j=1 e −tλ 2 j (v, ϕ j )ϕ j , where (λ j , ϕ j ) are the eigenpairs of A with orthonormal eigenvectors. Then {E(t)} t≥0 = {e −tA 2 } t≥0 is the semigroup generated by −A 2 .
Let (Ω, F, P, {F t } t≥0 ) be a filtered probability space, let Q be a selfadjoint positive semidefinite bounded linear operator on H, and let {W (t)} t≥0 be an H-valued Wiener process with covariance operator Q.
The stochastic Cahn-Hilliard equation, also called the Cahn-Hilliard-Cook equation [1, 5] , is
We use the semigroup framework of [11] where (1.3) is given a rigorous meaning in terms of the mild solution which satisfies the integral equation
where t 0 dW (s) denotes the H-valued Itô integral. Existence and uniqueness of solutions is proved in [6] . In this paper we study numerical approximation of the linear Cahn-Hilliard-Cook equation,
with the mild solution
The reason why we study the linearized equation is that it is a first step towards the nonlinear equation (1.3) . However, we remark that a linearized equation of the form (1.4), but with A 2 replaced by A 2 + A is studied by numerical simulation in the physics literature [7, 9] .
For the approximation of the Cahn-Hilliard equation we follow the framework of [8] . We assume that we have a family {S h } h>0 of finite-dimensional approximating subspaces of H 1 . We formulate the semidiscrete problem:
Let nowṠ h = {χ ∈ S h : (χ, 1) = 0}. It is immediate from (1.6) that u h (t) ∈Ṡ h if u 0 ∈ H. Therefore u h can equivalently be obtained from the following equations:
The relation between w h and v h is w h = P v h . Equivalently we may write this as
where the operator A h :Ṡ h →Ṡ h (the "discrete Laplacian") is defined by (A h χ, η) = (∇χ, ∇η), ∀χ, η ∈Ṡ h , and P h : L 2 →Ṡ h is the orthogonal projection. A h is selfadjoint and positive definite.
The finite element approximation of the linearized Cahn-Hilliard-Cook equation (1.4) is: Find X h (t) ∈Ṡ h such that,
, where (λ h,j , ϕ h,j ) are the eigenpairs of A h . Then {E h (t)} t≥0 is the semigroup generated by −A 2 h . The mild solution of (1.9) is
, and apply Euler's method to (1.9) to get
Set E kh = (I + kA 2 h ) −1 to obtain a discrete variant of the mild solution
In Section 2 we assume that {S h } h>0 admits an error estimate of order O(h r ) as the mesh parameter h → 0 for some integer r ≥ 2. Then we show error estimates for the semigroup E h (t) with minimal regularity requirement. More precisely, in Theorem 2.1 we show, for β ∈ [1, r],
where
Analogous estimates are obtained for the implicit Euler approximation in Theorem 2.2.
In Section 3 we follow the technique developed in [12] and use these estimates to prove strong convergence estimates for approximation of the linear Cahn-Hilliard-Cook equation. Let L 2 (Ω, H) be the space of square integrable H-valued random variables with norm
and let T HS denote the Hilbert-Schmidt norm of bounded linear operators on H, T 2 HS = ∞ j=1 T ϕ j 2 , where {ϕ j } ∞ j=1 is an arbitrary orthonormal basis for H. In Theorem 3.1 we study the spatial regularity of the mild solution (1.5) and show
Moreover, in Theorem 3.2 we show strong convergence for the mild solution X h in (1.10):
In Theorem 3.3 for the fully discrete case we obtain similarly, for β ∈ [1, min(r, 4)],
where C β,k = C 4−β for β < 4 and C β,k = C| log k| for β = 4. These results require that A β−2 2 Q 1 2 HS < ∞. In order to see what this means we compute two special cases. For Q = I (spatially uncorrelated noise, or space-time white noise), by using the asymptotics
Hence, for example, β < HS < ∞, then we may take β = 2. There are few studies of numerical methods for the Cahn-Hilliard-Cook equation. We are only aware of [4] in which convergence in probability was proved for a difference scheme for the nonlinear equation in multiple dimensions, and [10] where strong convergence was proved for the finite element method for the linear equation in 1-D.
Error estimates for the deterministic Cahn-Hilliard equation
We start this section with some necessary inequalities. Let {E(t)} t≥0 = {e −tA 2 } t≥0 and {E h (t)} t≥0 = {e −tA 2 h } t≥0 be the semigroups generated by −A 2 and −A 2 h , respectively. By the smoothing property there exist positive constants c, C such that
Let R h :Ḣ 1 →Ṡ h be the Ritz projection be defined by
It is clear that
We assume that for some integer r ≥ 2, we have the error bound
This holds with r = 2 for the standard piecewise linear Lagrange finite element method in a bounded convex polynomial domain D. In the next theorem we prove error estimates for the deterministic Cahn-Hilliard equation in the semidiscrete case.
The reason why we assume β ≥ 1 is that in (2.5) we need at least v ∈Ḣ −1 for E h (t)P h v to be defined.
Proof. Let u(t) = E(t)v, u h (t) = E h (t)P h v, and e(t) = u h (t) − u(t). We want to prove that
Take the inner product of (2.6) by e t to get
, we obtain
Multiply this inequality by t to get t G h e t 2 + t d dt e 2 ≤ 2t(ρ, e t ) + t η 2 . Note that
Hence
Integrate over [0, t] and use Young's inequality to get
Integrate (2.8), note that
Hence, since t is arbitrary,
We insert (2.9) in (2.7) and conclude
(2.10)
We compute the terms in the right hand side. With v ∈Ḣ β , recalling ρ = (R h − I)u and using (2.3), we have
Similarly, by (2.1),
Moreover, since η = −(R h − I)Gu t ,
By inserting these in (2.10) we conclude t e 2 ≤ Ch 2β t|v| 2 β , which proves (2.4).
To prove (2.5) we recall (2.9) and let v ∈Ḣ β−2 . By using (2.3) and (2.2) we obtain
(2.13)
Now we compute t 0 η dτ . To this end we assume first 1 < β ≤ r and let 1 ≤ γ < β. By using (2.1) and (2.3) we get
where, since 0 < β − γ ≤ r − 1, Hence, with C independent of β, (2.14)
Now let
1 β−γ = | log h| = − log h, so γ → β as h → 0, and γ log h = (γ − β + β) log h = 1 + β log h.
Therefore we have h γ β − γ = | log h|e γ log h = | log h|e 1+β log h ≤ C| log h|h β .
Put this in (2.14) to get, for 1 < β ≤ r,
and hence also for 1 ≤ β ≤ r, because C is independent of β. Finally, we put (2.13) and (2.15) in (2.9) to get
which is (2.5).
Now we turn to the fully discrete case. The backward Euler method applied to
The next theorem provides error estimates in the L 2 norm for the deterministic Cahn-Hilliard equation in the fully discrete case. Theorem 2.2. Set F n = E n kh P h − E(t n ). Then, for 1 ≤ β ≤ min(r, 4) and n ≥ 1, we have
where C β,k = C 4−β for β < 4 and C β,k = C| log k| for β = 4. Proof. Let G and G h be as in the proof of Theorem 2.1. With e n = U n −u n = E n kh P h v − E(t n )v, we get (2.19) G 2 h ∂e n + e n = ρ n + G h η n + G h δ n , where u n = u(t n ), u t,n = u t (t n ) and
Multiply (2.19) by ∂e n and note that
We have the following identities ∂(a n b n ) = (∂a n )b n + a n−1 (∂b n ) (2.21) = (∂a n )b n + a n (∂b n ) − k(∂a n )(∂b n ). (2.22) By using (2.22) we have 2(e n , ∂e n ) = ∂ e n 2 + k ∂e n 2 , (ρ n , ∂e n ) = ∂(ρ n , e n ) − (∂ρ n , e n ) + k(∂ρ n , ∂e n ).
Put these in (2.20) and cancel k ∂e n 2 to get
Multiply this by t n−1 and note that k ≤ t n−1 for n ≥ 2, so that we have for n ≥ 1
(2.23) By (2.21) we have
Put these in (2.23) to get
(2.24)
Note that
By summation in (2.24) and using (2.25) we get
(2.26)
Now we estimate k n j=1 e j 2 . Take the inner product of (2.19) by e n to get
By (2.22) we have
By summation in (2.27) and using G h e 0 = 0, we get
By putting (2.29) in (2.26) we get
Now we compute the terms in the right hand side. With v ∈Ḣ β we have by (2.11),
By using the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality we have
Hence, by (2.12),
By using (2.3) and (2.1) we have
By using (2.1) we have, for j ≥ 2,
dτ |v| β , so that, by Hölder's inequality with p = ≤ Ck
The same result is obtained with β = 4. For j = 1 we have
So we have, for j ≥ 1,
Put (2.31), (2.32), (2.33), and (2.34) in (2.30), to get
This completes the proof (2.17).
To prove (2.18) we recall (2.29) and let v ∈Ḣ β−2 . For the first term we write k
where by (2.1)
since t j − s ≤ k ≤ τ and where, by (2.13),
and
and hence by (2.15) we have
For computing k n j=1 δ j we use (2.1) and obtain for 1 ≤ β < 4,
Therefore, for 1 ≤ β < 4,
If we put 1 4−β = | log k|, we also have
≤ Ck| log k||v| β−2 = C| log k||v| β−2 .
Therefore, for 1 ≤ β ≤ 4, we have
where C β,k = C 4−β for β < 4 and C β,k = C| log k| for β = 4. Finally we put (2.35), (2.36) and (2.37) in (2.29), to get 
We recall the isometry of the Itô integral
where the Hilbert-Schmidt norm is defined by
where {ϕ l } ∞ l=1 is an arbitrary orthonormal basis for H. In the next theorem we consider the regularity of the mild solution (3.1).
Proof. By using the isometry (3.2), the definition of the Hilbert-Schmidt norm, and (2.1), (2.2) we get
The finite element problem for Cahn-Hilliard-Cook equation is: Find X h (t) ∈ S h such that
So the mild solution with can be written as
Theorem 3.2. Let X h and X be the mild solutions (3.4) and
Proof. Use (3.1) and (3.4) and set F h (t) = E h (t)P h − E(t) to get
where e 1 (t) = F h (t)X 0 and e 2 (t) = t 0 F h (t − s) dW (s). By using Theorem 2.1 we get
For the second term we use the isometry (3.2), the definition of HilbertSchmidt norm and Theorem 2.1, Proof. By using (3.1) and (3.6) we get, with F n = E n kh P h − E(t n ), e n = F n X 0 + n j=1 t j t j−1 F n−j+1 dW (s) + n j=1 t j t j−1 E(t n − t j−1 ) − E(t n − s) dW (s) = e n,1 + e n,2 + e n,3 .
By using Theorem 2.2 we have (3.7) e n,1 L 2 (Ω,H) = E F n X 0
By using the isometry (3.2) and Theorem 2. (E(t n − t j−1 ) − E(t n − s))Q 
